On-Premises Video Messenger with Superior Interoperability
Most messengers do not interoperate with legacy corporate IT infrastructure telephony, video conferencing hardware, Skype, Exchange server – WE DO!

Interoperability
TeamSpirit® IM – secure enterprise messenger with video conferencing for teams and workgroups.
TeamSpirit®IM provides a full set of features and options of popular IMs along with multipoint VideoMost
videoconferences that are compatible with enterprise video conferencing hardware such as Polycom, Cisco,
Avaya, Huawei and with Skype.
TeamSpirit® IM helps create comfort corporate workspaces to communicate, share and get work done together,
like Cisco Spark and Microsoft Teams. On-premises server installation enhances enterprise data security.
TeamSpirit® IM accelerates and facilitates companies’ mobile interactions with their employees, clients and
partners under their own brands.

Source code
TeamSpirit® IM is not a cloud service, but a complete set of text messenger’s source code, from UI to backend,
which quickly enables rich, engaging messaging experiences in any corporate mobile app. Create your own chatbased space for teamwork and provide your employees and clients with instant access to everything they need
through a single interface by TeamSpirit® IM integration with any business app or service.

Security
All corporate data can be safely transferred over the VPN channels with end-to-end encryption to comply with
the high security standards in big corporations and financial organizations.
The server administration panel enables management of groups, users and permissions to prevent leakage of
corporate information. The system administrator can set up limitations for each client and set quota for a
certain organization.

White label
Licensees can use their brands for apps based on TeamSpirit® IM. So, clients and employees can communicate
and collaborate within an application that is compliant with their company’s corporate identity and
requirements.
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TeamSpirit® IM platform’s features
The TeamSpirit®IM platform provides a rich set of features for companies to increase their internal and external
teams’ productivity by sending text messages, task management and video conferences, as well as securely
sharing documents, files and media content, sending contacts, notes and location, etc.

Collaboration







Video calls and video conferences
Private and group chats
Messages with attached photos, pictures, audio, video
Sharing contacts and locations
Playing media attachment without leaving the app
Data storage on premises servers

Text TeamSpirit® IM:





Sending stickers and gif files
User statuses: “online” and “is typing”
Status for messages: “sent”, “received”, “red”
Corporate ID: photo, name
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Video conferences in TeamSpirit® IM:
The full version of TeamSpirit® IM is seamlessly integrated the VideoMost Server and supports both HD video
calls and multipoint video conferences with up to 100 interactive video participants in an online room. The
product supports 16 video windows on a smartphone screen (both iOS and Android). Work team members
from different departments, offices and regions always stay connected and can immediately join a video
conference with corporate offices, using Polycom, Cisco, Avaya, Huawei hardware and their smartphones. A
scalable video coding, which is supported by VideoMost Server, ensures the best possible voice and video
quality on unstable Wi-Fi/3G/4G networks. The VideoMost mobile video was used by the leading telcos on
hundreds smartphones models in dozens of Asian countries with a poor Internet connection.

TeamSpirit®IM integration
TeamSpirit® IM can be extended by integration with additional options:






Corporate contact list (using LDAP)
Calendar, meetings, task manager
Integration with project trackers (Trello, Jira, Confluence, InVision, GitHub etc.) with in-messenger
notifications
Message editing and deleting
Alerts “join/leave”

The TeamSpirit® IM scalable platform can support external services integration:
•
•
•
•

E-wallets and online payments
Marketplace: order taxi, tickets, food delivery, on-line shopping, etc.
News feeds
Streaming services (music and video content)

License the TeamSpirit® IM platform to launch your business communications services.
Increase customers’ loyalty by offering them all the features of a standard messenger together with a range of
services from partners. All in one app with a single interface under your company’s brand.
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